1985 OLDSMOBILE ES
CUTLASS CIERA ES
FIRENZA ES

A MATTER OF GOOD TASTE.

ES
Oldsmobile ES... A matter of good taste

When it comes to choosing a car, “good taste” covers a wide spectrum of choices. ES is a choice for those discerning individuals whose taste leans more toward quiet good looks than chrome.

While these sedans have a definite European flavor, the ride, the added touch of comfort, the traditional class you’ve come to expect from Oldsmobile are also part of ES.

Firenza ES
An elegant exercise of freedom.

Firenza’s surprising capabilities are the unexpected complements of its conservative outward appearance. The electronic fuel injected 1.8 liter Overhead Cam L4 engine with manual 5-speed overdrive transmission (standard) provides power when it’s needed to move quickly through traffic.

Response isn’t Firenza’s only asset. Rack-and-pinion steering and MacPherson strut suspension are the elements of its precise handling and smooth ride.

Firenza’s good looks don’t compete with your own; its subtle color combinations and black exterior accents create an understated backdrop for your personal style.

Firenza ES balances strength and grace with freedom; the sophisticated, practical achievements are yours with every drive.

Cutlass Ciera ES
Luxury with a sense of purpose.

Cutlass Ciera ES is a formidable alliance of well-directed elegance and performance. The electronic-fuel-injected response of the 2.5L L4 engine is tempered by a smooth-shifting automatic transmission. Impeccable footwork from the independent MacPherson strut suspension. Front drive rack-and-pinion steering plus the firm ride and handling package give you that decisive Oldsmobile ES feeling.

Fully-reclining front bucket seats, leather-wrapped steering wheel, deck-lid luggage carrier and sport-styled wheel discs further confirm that no convenience has been overlooked.

Luxury and function have joined forces in the 1985 Cutlass Ciera ES. In the pursuit of tasteful good looks and performance, the victory is nothing less than triumphant.
THE UNmistakable FEElIng oF OLDSmoBile ES

Cutlass Ciera ES

Firenza ES


Some equipment shown is available at extra cost. See your dealer for complete details.

There is a special feel in an Oldsmobile ES

Oldsmobile